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This Look Book features new products from:



A funky addition to any office. 
Tower comes in 6 variations and many colours to 
suit your everyday needs.TOWER



A modern family of uniquely organic furniture. 
UFO is available as a lounge, chair and footstool 
with many colours and finish options.  UFO



Cave is one of our most 
versatile modular lounges. 
There are three different 
shaped units which go 
together with endless 
combinations.
Some units have a hollow 
base for extra sneaky 
storage. 

CAVE



The Flow seating range is stylish and 
adaptable. The lounge range comes in 
single, double or triple seaters with high 
or low backs.  
We also have different shaped ottomans 
available in a range of bright colours to 
compliment you space. 

FLOW

WAVE COATRACK
Available in a variety of bright finishes

NORRSTEN
Custom table tops available as well as
many different combinations of legs to 
pair with 

NINA
Nina is an ottoman cross side table 
available in a range of bright colours. 



An elegant family of statement furniture
It’s bold features are a unique stand-out making it 
perfect for receptions or break-out space  SWAN



The Omnia family come in a range of variations including, 
high and low back as well as a wide-set meeting room 
chair. Sled or 5-star castor bases available OMNIA



One of our more quirky 
pieces, House is ideal to 
add a fun element to your 
break-out spaces.  
With many colours and 
layouts to choose from 
“House” is your first 
step to making your 
workspace feel like home. 

HOUSE

PIG
Pig is a fun ottoman which, 
in some variations, can 
double as a neat storage 
compartment

RUBEN
Ruben is an ottoman 
cross side table 
available in a range 
of bright colours. 

FOREST
The Forest ottoman’s 

organic shapes 
makes it a great 
statement piece 
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